Abstract-A small baseline stereo matching method based on maximum like estimation is proposed. Firstly, the mixed window strategy is used to determine the matching window for each point in the reference image. Secondly, the normalized cross correlation function is employed to compute matching cost for possible matching points in the disparity range, then the "winner-take all" strategy is utilized to compute the disparity. Finally, the sub-pixel stereo matching method based on maximum like estimation is developed to obtain the sub-pixel disparity. The experimental results show that this method efficiently decreases adhesion phenomenon and achieves more accurate sub-pixel disparity.
INTRODUCTION
Stereo matching is one of the most extensively studied problems in computer vision. It finds corresponding points between the two or more images of the same 3D scene taken from different points of view and then computes their disparities, by which depth information can be reconstructed based on the triangle measuring principle. Stereo matching finds a wide range of applications, such as computer vision, aerial survey and so on.
According to [1] , Stereo matching methods are classified into two categories: local stereo matching method [2] [3] [4] and global stereo matching method [5, 6] . Local methods use a small image window centered at a given pixel to find the suitable match within a finite corresponding neighboring window in another image by using the intensity values of the pixels. The performance of local methods is highly dependent on the size and shape of the matching window. The window size must be large enough to include enough intensity variation for reliable matching, but small enough to avoid the effects of projective distortion. Global methods solve the energy function including the smooth assumption through various optimization techniques, such as dynamic programming, belief propagation, and graph cut and so on. Although the above methods achieve significant progress in term of matching accuracy, they are less robust to occlusion, differences in radiometry and geometrical deformations, and a lot of false matches are caused. In order to reduce their impacts on the match, small baseline stereo matching [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] comes into being. A baseline/height ratio is the ratio of photographic baseline to camera height. Small baseline/height ratio represents that for a given camera height, the time interval between shots is short, that is, the distance between optical centers is short. Under this condition, occlusion, differences in radiometry and geometrical deformations in stereo images are reduced effectively and the matching accuracy can be improved. If the height of the cameras is high enough for the parallel projection model to be accurate, the disparity  and the depth function z are linked at a first approximation by the relation
, where / bh is baseline/height ratio, only dependent on the acquisition condition. The precision dz of the depth measurement is consequently linked to the precision d of the disparity measurement by
It follows that for a given accuracy d of the disparity measurement, the smaller the baseline/height ratio / bh, the larger the depth error. Hence, small baseline stereovision requires matching methods specific to subpixelian disparities to compensate for an increase in depth error caused by the small baseline/height ratio. In stereo matching, a window size has an effect on matching accuracy. A small window size works very well in high textured regions and object boundaries, but it fails in low textured image regions. Similarly, a large window size gives good results at low textured regions, but it blurs the object boundaries. In this paper, a small baseline stereo matching method based on maximum like estimation is proposed to solve the subpixelian disparities and the choice of window size.
II. OUTLINE OF ALGORITHM
A small baseline stereo matching method based on maximum like estimation is built on the assumption that only geometrical deformations exist between images. In general, stereo image pairs can not satisfy this assumption. Moreover, for small baseline stereo images, high buildings in images are also against this hypothesis.
To make the assumption valid, the matching process is embedded into the multi-scale space. Disparities in every level of the multi-scale space become small as scale level increases. Disparities between levels satisfy d k =d/2 k , where d denotes a original disparity. Multi -scale theory can ensure that disparity variation in high level is small enough to satisfy this assumption. In the process of matching, disparities in the above level are used to guide the matching in the below level to make disparities in the below level satisfy this assumption. A small baseline stereo matching method based on maximum like estimation is as follows:
(1) Create the scale space for stereo images, the formula is given by 
where u k (i,j) denotes the image function for the kth scale level, and w(m,n) denotes a separate and symmetric lowpass filter coefficient.
(2) Use a mixed window strategy to determine size and shape of supporting window for each of pixels in the considered scale level of the scale space.
(
where k denotes scale level and m denotes highest scale level.
(4) According to the computed size and shape of supporting window, calculate a matching cost for each pixel at each disparity in disparity range.
(5) Use "winner-take-all" (WTA) to calculate the best disparity for each pixel in reference image.
(6) Use a sub-pixel matching method based on maximum likelihood estimation to obtain sub-pixel disparities on the basis of integer disparities. 
III. ALGORITHM IMPLEMENTATION

A. Basic Principle
B. Mixed Window
Random noise in stereo images has an effect on disparity estimation accuracy. In small baseline stereo matching, Disparity error caused by noises can be approximated as: (4) can be found in [7] . The equation (4) indicates where the correlation makes sense, where it can be accurate, and allows one to decide which window size should be used at these locations. For a given amount of noise, the larger the correlation curvature in equation (4), the smaller the error induced by the noise bias.
In a given value range of window size, a correlation window size of each point in reference image is adaptively determined by minimizing equation (4) . This size must be as small as possible if we want the measurement   where  is the desired precision on the measurement   0 mx . According to equation (6) , in textured areas small window can be chosen to ensure that little disparity range exists in the selected window, however, in low or no texturedness areas large window can be chosen to ensure that this selected window can include enough gray variation. Figure 1 . Multi-window strategy
Because the above described adaptive window strategy only changes window size, not change window shape, it may happen that a window is across object boundaries and then false matches are caused. In this paper, a combination of adaptive window and multi window, called mixed window, is proposed to avoid windows across object boundaries. As shown in Fig. 1 , there are 9 windows with different shape due to alternation of relative position of a matching point. These windows are denoted as φ 1 , φ 2 …, φ 9 . Firstly, we use adaptive window equation (6) to compute the 9 best window size φ i and the corresponding error values of noise N i according to 9 windows with different shapes. Secondly, the minimum window is chosen in these best windows with different shapes. Finally, the window φ i with minimum error value N i is selected according to the minimum window size φ min .
The equation of mixed window is given by 
In this paper, the mixed window strategy that an adaptive window is combined with a multi-window increases the position of the considered pixel in matching window. It can effectively avoid the occurrence of windows across object boundaries and reduce false matches at the edge of objects.
C. Subpixel Matching
In small baseline stereo matching, the disparity accuracy d and the depth function dz are linked by the relation
, where / bh is baseline/height ratio. Given disparity accuracy, the larger the baseline/height ratio is, the smaller the depth error is. If the depth accuracy in small baseline stereo matching is the same as the depth accuracy in large baseline stereo matching, then a disparity in the small baseline stereo matching must be accurate to 1/m pixel, where m is the ratio of large baseline/height ratio to small baseline/height ratio. In order to reduce the effect of small baseline/height ratio on depth accuracy, a subpixel matching stereo matching method is proposed to obtain subpixel disparities in this paper. In this paper, a subpixel matching method based on Maximum Likelihood Estimation is proposed to obtain subpixel disparities. In this method, firstly assume that stereo images u and u satisfy the following affine transformation: In order to reduce the effect of noise, in matching process pixels in a window centered on the considered pixel are assumed to satisfy equation (10) . These equations constitute a system of linear equations: Noise vector N is assumed to be zero-mean Gaussian distribution:
where  denotes the covariance matrix of the components of a white noise vector N and its expression is given by 
Equation (13) is an m × m symmetric matrix. In order to obtain affine parameters, equation (12) is maximized. This is equivalent to the derivative of 
It is assumed that the image noise covariance is constant, irrelevant: Finally, disparity change △x is calculated by an iterative algorithm until △x is less than a specified threshold. The specific algorithm is as follows:
( or △x<α, where max k is maximum number of iterations and α is a predefined threshold.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
To verify the effect and performance of the proposed algorithm, this proposed algorithm is implemented using C++ language in VC++6.0 environment and runs on PC with CPU Pentium IV 2.2 GHz and 2GB of RAM.
In the first experiment, we use a pair of 512 × 512 aerial images of Toulouse with a resolution of 0.5 m, a b/h factor of 0.045 and disparities with values between -2 and 2 pixels (shown in Fig. 2 (a-b) ). Fig. 2(c-e) shows the ground truth, the experimental results in [7] and the experimental results of this proposed algorithm. We can observe that the disparity map in [7] is smoother than the experimental results of this proposed algorithm. This drawback is caused by windows across object boundaries.
In the second experiment, we use a pair of 168 × 508 aerial images with a resolution of 0.3 m, a b/h factor of 0.05 and disparities with values between 0 and 30 pixels (shown in Fig. 3 (a-b) ).This stereo image shows 5 buildings with true height, marked by numbers from 1 to 5. Fig.3(c-d) shows its integral disparity map and subpixel disparity map. To verify the performance of the proposed small baseline stereo matching, we use the computed subpixel disparity map to compute the height of five buildings in the aerial image (shown in Table I ).This experimental results shows our proposed small baseline stereo matching method can produce more accurate height.
In order to evaluate our proposed small baseline stereo matching, we compare the proposed algorithm with other small baseline stereo matching algorithms. In this comparison experiment, we use the stereo image pair shown in Fig.3 and compute the height of five buildings according to their sub-pixel disparities. Finally, we evaluate the performance of these small baseline stereo matching algorithms with height errors, that is, absolute of computed height minus true height. The comparison results is shown in Table II , which shown that our proposed algorithm outperforms MARC [7] and MERG-MARC [8] , but falls behind PhaseFitting [10] in terms of matching accuracy. Our algorithm can obtain high accurate sub-pixel disparities and meet requirements of three-dimensional reconstruction.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, a small baseline stereo matching method is proposed. In this method, a mixed window strategy is presented to reduce adhesion phenomenon around the edge of objects. Then, a subpixel matching method based on Maximum Likelihood Estimation to obtain subpixel disparities to reduce the depth error caused by small baseline/height ratio in three-dimensional reconstruction. The experimental results show that adhesion phenomenon is not only effectively reduced, but also more accurate sub-pixel disparities are achieved in this method.
